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·CEBA II
delayed
by Christa Kirkpatrick
CEN°fBAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•
•

CEBA II has been rescheduled to
open April 28, after additional prob- 1
lems were discovered during a walk- ·
through April 1 7.
There were problems with the air
conditioning, the fire alarm system had
·not been completed, and sever al other
minor items needed attention. According to J erry Osterhaus, director of facilities and planning, "The building
should be in good condition once the
details are worked out."
CEBA II will create more jobs on
campus for students in the college of
business, give UCFlll,000 square feet
of useable work space and more than
110 new offices for Business Administration.
"I hope CEBA II will be the bu· 1 g
of the future, complete with state of the
art communication and unique spaces
SEE CEBA
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Eric PlnoMICENTRAL FLORIDA FUTVRt

Problems found during the initial walk-through of CEBA II have resulted in the building's completion date being pushed back.
The $11 .5 million dollar project, which was scheduled to be ready April 17, is now slated to be finished April 28.

After first week, UCF
strays still strutting
by Eric Dentel
NEWS EDITOR

T1m Holcomb'CENTRAL. FLORID-' FUTURE

A bill before the Florida legislature would remove Chancellor Chartes Reed, shown here with Board
of Regents members Jackie Goigel and Joan Ruffier (R) from future university president searches.

Pres. search process draws fire
third faculty and one-third administrators,
staff and students.
Sen. George Kirkpatrick, D-Gainesville, has
Criticism of the method by which incoming proposed an amendment to the G<>rdon bill that
UCF President Steven Altman was chosen has would exempt university presidential searches
led Florida legislators to attempt to modify the from the G<>vemment in the Sunshine Law. The
process.
Sunshine Law provides that all official meetA bill introduced by Sen. Jack Gordon, D- ings of any board or commission of any state
Miami, would remove Chancellor Charles Reed agency or authority .be made public. Critics
from the applicant screening process and in- maintained that some potential applicants did
crease faculty representation on the search not apply for fear of negative reactions from
committee. The current search procedure in- their curent schools when their applications
volves two committees that review candidates were made public.
selected by the chancellor.
Dr. RosieJoels, UCFprofessorofthe College
The bill would change the local presidential of Education and faculty senate president, was
search committee from 50 percent local commu- a 'member of the 32-member UCF search advinity, 50 percent administrators, faculty, staff
and students to one-third local community, oneSEE BOA PAGE 9
by Cynthia Masslno
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SPORTS

OPINION

• The Men's basketball
coach candidates conclude four days of interviews, Sigma Chi wins the
Greek Gloves slugfest and
a UCF skier competes in '
the World Games.

• This week's staff editorial throws a few darts and
pats a few backs as it reviews the highlights of the
past year. Letters to the
editor take on dormites,
jobs and condoms.

The stray cats at UCF are,
for the most part, still at large.
After the first week of collections, university employees
have only caught one cat.
A biology graduate student,
who wishes to remain anonymous, placed 10 baited traps in
outlying areas of campus
Monday night. The student
checked the traps each morning. Every morning except for
Thursday, however, all the
traps were empty.
"I think it's just going to
take the cats a while to get
used to the traps," Campus
Action for Animals President
Heather Hardin said.
CAA is the student group
that set up a program to have
the cats adopted rather than
taken to the animal shelter
and almost certain death.
A local TV news crew came to
UCF Tuesday morning to film
the transfer of the cats from
UCF employees to representatives of Campus Action for
Animals. The traps turned up
empty and the film crew instead took pictures of kittens
collected earlier by Hardin.

Once they receive the cats
from UCF, CAA members take
the cats ta veterinarians for
vaccinations, sterilizations
and eventual adoption.
The cat picked up Thursday, a tail-less, tortoise-shellcolored female that Hardin
described as "very wild," has
been spayed and given a rabies
vaccination.
.
The cat is waiting for more
strays to be collected before
being taken to a chicken ranch
in Bushnell that has requested
100 of them. Hardin said she
has found homes for about 150
cats all together, but more are
needed.
SEE CATS PAGE 8
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U~iversity

lab animals set free

Staff Report

ture and death."
Thirty of the mice, however,
were infected with "a Third
World disease" by veterinary
science Prof. Charles Sterling,
who had been tracking the
disease's behavior.
'
Sterling said the disease caused by a bacterium called
cryptosporidium - causes
· severe diarrhea for two-to-four
weeks, and can be fatal to
people with immune system
illnesses.
"I don't know how (the research mice) can ever be recovered," Sterling said, unless
ALF members have kept them
and would return them.
A month earlier, two dogs
were stolen from a Virginia

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Animal
liberationists
more than 1,000 University of Arizona research
animals in a lab raid April 3,
but in the process may have
released some mice carrying a
contagious disease.
The Anim'al Liberation
Front (ALF) claimed responsibility for the raid, which included two arson fires that
caused an estimated $10,000
worth of damage, in a statement left with Tucson police
soon after the blaze.
ALF members conducted
the raid, the note said, to save
the animals "from certain tor"fre~d"

•

•

Tech veterinary medicine
class, an anonymous caller
told the Collegiate Times, the
student paper.
The caller explained vet
students were to perform surgery on the dogs - which
would eventually be destroyed
- as part of their class project,
but that the students grew
attached to them and stole
them before they were
harmed.
Such experiments may become unnecessary if Auburn
University veterinary medicine Prof. Charles Branch succeeds in a project to develop
video disks to teach students
surgery they learn now by using live animals .

•

Eric Paraon&ICENTRAL A.ORIOA FUTURE

GRADUATION PREPARATION
Biology/Pre-med major Patrick Bergmann tries on graduation paraphernalia at the University Bookstore.

• RACISM COURSE

how "user friendly" and secure
the system is.
"We're observing the Stanford election as an interesting
experiment," said John MottSmith, coordinator of voter
outreach for the California
secretary of state.

Tampa.
Friday May 5 is the date of
the first annual State Wide
Job Fair at the Sun Dome at
the USF campus in Tampa.
The day will begin at 9 am.
and end at 3 p. m. and over 100
Florida based employers with
jobs in a variety of business,
administrative, engineering
• STUDENT PROTEST
Students at the College of and scientific employers are
Wooster occupied the campus expected to attend.
administration
building
There is no admission
Thursday, locking out admin- charge for graduates to attend
istrators and staff to press for a but there is a requirement to
stronger black studies pro- have a completed resume. One
gram, as reported in the copy of a resume will be reOrlando Sentinel.
quired for admittance and
College spokesman Jeff grads are advised to have at
Hanna said that about 20 stu- least a dozen copies available
dents appeared to be involved, for the various employers.
and were blocking the entrances and denying access to • PROFESSIONAL SEMINAR
administrators and some staff,
Rollins College Division of
although some faculty mem- Non-Credit Programs is sponbers had entered.
soring
a seminar: Positive
The private, liberal arts Customer Service, in two
college has an enrollment of three-hour sessions. Theses1,800 and about 5 percent are sions will be held on two Tues•ELECTION TURNOUT HIGH black.
days, April 25 and May 2. They
As reported in the Orlando
College president Henry will be held from 6:30 p.m. to
Sentinel, April 21, state offi- Copeland met with the stu- 9:30 p.m. in the Bush Science
cials are watching closely as dents for 45 minutes on the Center Auditorium.
Stanford University winds up back steps of the building.
This seminar is for staff perits student election. If the Their demands included a sonnel and supervisors who
turnout is as high as expected, black studies requirement; are concerned about the qualthe two-day election will be the more black faculty; and the ity of service delivered in their
biggest ever in the United selling off of stock in compa- place of business.
States done by computer ter- nies that do business in South
The cost is $125 and for
minal. The election is making Africa.
more information, call 646use of about 70 Apple Macin2604.
tosh computers and software •JOBFAIR
written by a sophomore.
Spring and summer 1989 • GOLF TOURNAMENT
The votes are expected to be graduates of Florida's univerDuffers and handicappers
counted within two hours in- sities are going to have one alike are invited to sign on for
stead of the five days it took massive employment opportu- this year's "Two Plus Two"
nity on May 5. And all they scholarship golf tournament
last year.
Officials are interested in have to do is spend the day.in May 5 to benefit students

As reported in the April 21
issue of the Orlando Sentinel,
Wittenberg University in Ohio
will begin requiring students
to take a new course on racism
and multicultural awareness
in about a year, said President
William Kinnison.
Kinnison said many college
students today are not as
aware of other cultures as
were their predecessors.
"There are so many students entering college now
that did not have the experience of the '60s and '70s, when
the civil-rights movement was
at the forefront," Kinnison
said.
The recommendation for
the new course was one of
many in a report issued by the
university's Committee on
Interracial and Multicultural
Awareness. About 80 of the
Lutheran university's 2,228
students are black.

transferring to UCF from
Valencia Community College.
The outing will take place
on Walt Disney World's Magnolia and Palm courses, with a
12:30 p.m. scramble tee-off.
Registration and a clinic will
begin at 10 a.m.
Sponsorships are $400 for a
corporate foursome; $75 for individuals; and $5 for spectators. Checks should be made
out to VCC-UCF Scholarship
Golf Tournament. The fees
include golf cart, greens fees, a
picnic lunch, beverages during
play, and a buffet awards!
prizes dinner.
"Two Plus Two" refers to the
academic program whereby
VCC graduates with an Asso-·
ciates of Arts degree continue
the two remaining years
needed for a bachelors degree
at UCF.
For additional information
on the tournament contact
UCF Alumni Relations at
x2233.
• WEEKEND COURSE

A range of topics related to
hearing conservation are included in a 3-day course beginning May 5 at the UCF Winter
Park Center, at Lee Road and
17-92.
The course is approved to
meet requirements for continuing education needs of
professionals. It is possible to
attend only the Saturday, session ifthe refresher course or a
limited number of continuing
education hours are only
required.
Certification as an audiometric technician requires at-

tendance for the entire course.
Registration for first time students is $275; for the refresher
course only, the fee is $175.
Topics to be covered include
economic, legal and health
implications ofhearing conservation in industry, anatomy
and physiology of the auditory
mechanism, the audiometer
and testing techniques, and
medico-legal aspects of noiseinduced hearing loss.
To register or for additional
information, contact the UCF
College of Extended Studies at
x2123.
•MINORITY PROTESTS END

According to the Orlando
Sentinel, black students at·
Wayne State University have
ended their one and a half
week old occupation of the
student services center to protest a lack of black faculty,
scholarships and African studies programs.
Administrators agreed to
double funding for a new Department of Africana studies,
increase the number of black
faculty and offer at least 10
scholarships to black students.
• PRO-RESEARCH RALLY

According to the Orlando
Sentinel, About 200 people
rallied to support medical research done with animals at
Northwestern University.
Protests and death threats
against biomedical researchers at N orhtwestem prompted
the rally. Some of the people
attending the rally said such
research had saved their lives.
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Copi Editer Kneeded

CEBA II
FROM PAGE 1

wjth lounge-type areas, which
are hoped to create an exchange of information and relaxation," Osterhaus said.
"This is definitely a worldclass building."
Since the ·construction of
the building began 14 months
ago, six plans have been
changed.
According to Vice President
of Administration and Finance John Bolte, who is in
charge of controlling the completion of the building, CEBA
II cost $11.5 million to build.
"$8 million went for the cost of
construction and $3.5 million
for all sorts of professional
fees, such as furnishings like
the kitchen equipment used
for the hospitality management department, artwork,
surveys, and tests,"Bolte said.
CEBA II was funded by the
Florida Legislature with
PECO (Public Educational
Capital
Outlay) . for
$11,250,000.
An additional $200,000 in
private funds was also included in the project itself. An
energy grant from the U.S.
Department of Energy to assist in the ~ooling capacity of
the building provided $93,000
more.
According to Osterhaus, the
new building probably will not
worsen the parking problem.
"For every project built,
there are funds in the budget
for more parking facilities.
However, it really should not
affect the overall amount of
people using the parking area
since the same people will be
there that are using it now,"
he said.
Bolte said the moving for
CEBAII should not exceed two
weeks.
"UCF will be hiring outside
movers to do everything and it
will be done very quickly."
. Turnover is expected April
28.

If you have a good english background as well as news editing experience and are interested in obtaining valuable experience,
contact Scott or Eric at 275-2865.

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES

NEW from Hewlett-Packard

.!.

Student Legal Services provides
students. with assistance in selected
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and
uncontested dissolusions. You can
receive attorney cosultation and representation FREE OF CHARGE to
qualified students. Call 275-2538 or
stop by SC 210 for more information
or an appointment.

Problems With...
• Landlords?
• Insurance?
• Contracts?
•Police?

The HP-148 Business Calculator

Students:
Make the most of your
study time with this
easy-to-use calculator.

Need ...
•A Will?
• Name Change?
• Uncontested
Dissolusion?

The HP-425 RPN Scienti fie Calculator

Power to handle your
tough problems. And
it's the best one
available for matrix
and vector math!

Come in and try one today.

m

Fn~ HEWLETT
a..'.:~ PACKARD

•

INTERNATIONAL
Calculator & Computer

2914 Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898-0081

''Mom says the
house just isdt the
same without me,
even though its
a lot cleaner.''

•

•
Are· you lonely?
Are you looking for that
perfect date?
Take out a
Lonely Heart
in the
Classifieds
and have your dreams
come true!

•
•
•
Ju t becau e your Mom
i far away doe n t mean

ou can't be do e. You can
till hare the love and
laughter on AT&T Long
Di tance Service.
It co ts le than you
think to hear that he likes
the pea e and quiet, but

•
•
•

she misses you. o go

ahead giv your Mom a
call. You can clean your
room later. Reach out and
touch someone~

--

--

•

•
•

ATs.T

The right choice.
•

•
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Public Relations Class to sponsor Goodwill donations
•
•

•

•

Staff Report

llllllflltl

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Frank Stansberry's public relations class
has a new motto: "Don't dump it, donate it."
They will hold a Goodwill donation drive May
1 to May 10 in front of the University Dining
Room. President Trevor Colbourn will be on
hand May 1 at 11 a.m. to donate some personal
items.
"We ·all accumulate more than we realize,"
Colboum said.
Co-sponsors Sigma Chi, Alpha Tau Omega,
Pi Kappa Alpha, Delta Delta Delta and the
Public Relations Student Society of America
are encouraging students, faculty, staff and
anyone else to donate any items they no longer
need.
Event organizers are hoping especially for
donations from dormitory residents.
Rather than throwing away furniture nad
other unneeded items while moving out of the
dormitories, the various sponsors hope the
students will turn them over to Goodwill.
A Goodwill attendant will accept donated
items from 9a.m.to11 a.m. each day at the site.

Area establishments are donating prizes as
incentives to those who donate.
Among the prizes offered are tickets to Walt
Disney World and Sea World, coupons from
such merchants as McDonald's, Burger King,
Bakerstreet, Olive Garden and Chili's. Each
person making a donation will also receive a
coupon good for a 10 percent discount at a
Goodwill store .
Goodwill Industries of Central Florida is a
private, non-profit organization that provides
vocational rehabilitation services .and sheltered employment to the disabled citizens in
Central Florida. The donated merchandise is
sold and generates revenue which is used to
train disabled workers.
Once workers receive job training,
Goodwill's placement team seeks employment
for them in the job market.

lie photol(,'ENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF President Trevor Colbourn makes a donation to senior
advertising/public relations major Terry Brown for Goodwill.

Buckle Up Florida ... lt's the Law!!!
-----------------------------------------------!

Most believe
collegiate
athletes paid
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Most Americans believe the
colleges that regularly field
the best teruns sneak illicit
payments to their athletes and
fix their athletes' grades in
order to keep them eligible to
comp~te, a Media GeneralAssociated Press poll found.
Fifty-four percent of the
people polJed believed schools
pay their athletes in defiance
of sports rules that prohibit
colleges from giving their athletes anything except scholarships.
The poll, conducted in midMarch and released April 3,
the day the University of
Michigan nipped Seton Hall to
win the NCAA Division I basketball championship in front
of a worldwide tv audience,
also found that a majority of
Americans believed colleges
fix grades.
A full 80 percent of the respondents favored the NCAA's
new Proposition 42, which
bars colleges from giving athletic scholarships to students
who can't meet NCAA academic standards.

A Post-Graduate
Course
in Economics,
with Credit.

Pre-Approved Credit and $400 Cash Back
At Sun State Ford, we'd like to skip
the theory and get to the point. If
you're graduating, or have graduated, with a Bachelor's or advanced degree between October
1, 1988 and January 31, 1990,
Sun State Ford can improve one of
your leading economic indicators:
the car you drive. Purchase or
lease any eligible new model from
stock before December 31 , 1989
and receive $400 cash back from
Ford Motor Company.

To qualify for pre-approved credit:
1. You must have verifiable employment beginning within 120 days
after vehicle purchase at a salary
sufficient to cover ordinary living expenses, as well as a car payment.
2. Prior credit history is not necessary, but if you have one, it must be
satisfactory.
Come in to Sun State Ford, a total
quality Ford dealer for full details.
This is one elective everyone should
take. ·

Ford
Credit
I

.

-,

.

Ford Credit Gets You Going

3535 West Colonial Dr., ORLANDO. FLORIDA
299-5900

CG 89-73

AFEW

QUIT TIPS
Hide all ~ ~htravs, matches, etc.
Lay in a supp1y of sugarless
gum, carrot sticks, etc.
Drink lots of liquids, but pass
up coffee & alcohol.
Tell everyone you're quitting
for the day.
When the urge to smoke hits,
take a deep breath, hold it for
10 seconds, & release it
slowly.
Exercise to relieve the tension.
Try the "buddy system," and
ask a friend to quit too.
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Stay 3 Days In.
New Orleans Oit Us1 ·
INCLUDES THREE DAYS
AND TWO NIGHTS OF•..

*

GRADUATES
$ OnoWN

.

PAYMENT

Deluxe Accomodations at the Clarion in New
Orleans for two Adults Corl1>1imentary hourly
shuttle to the French Quarter Discount
Cupons for restaurants, attractions and shows*
Two complimentary soupons for Beignets and
coffee at Cafe du Monde Mississippi River
sightseeing .cruise aboard the S.S. Natchez
Free round of golf for two adults with cart rental
at Plantation Golf Course* Children occupying
same room as parents stay free

*

*

*

NO PAYMENT FOR 90 DAYS

*

UCF
SPECIAL!·

SAVE!
NOW THRU MONDAY NIGHT

• 5 speed• Tachometer• Air Conditioning
• Split Fold Down Rear Seats • Sunroof •
AM I FM Stereo and much, much more!

•

WAS
$14,045
-1,616
UCF DISCOUNT
Nissan Cash Assistance -750
•Automatic
• Cloth Interior
• Power Brakes
• Fuel Injected
• Power Doorlocks
•Tinted Glass
·Rear Wiper
• Rear Defrost
• Full Console
"

1

NOW

$11,679

~ 1989 NISSAN SWB

Hardbody Truck

1000 cash or trade• 66 mos. @ 13°/o A .P.R. - WAC.

UP TO $1,500 CASH BACK ON SWIFT
GTl'S AND SIDEKICKS
FOR A LIMITED TIME!

• 5 speed
• Power assisted Brakes
• Seamless Double Waif Cargo Bed and much.much more!

Was
$10,150
UCF DISCOUNT-$1,118
Nissan Cash Assistance
-750

$8,282
UNIVERSITY BLVD.

~

1-4

~
:X:

*
*

NORMAN BROS.
SUZUKI
NORMANBROS.
NISSAN

HWY. 50

•
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UNIVERSnY .
•
•

BOOKSTORE

.

BRING YOUR TEXTBOOKS & l.D .... .
IT'S TIME AGAIN FOR
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE'S

.

•

•
.

BOOK BUY-BACK

.

APRIL24 TH_ MAY 5 TH ·

APRIL

STORE HOURS

M 24 - 8:30 - 7:00
T 25 - 8:30 - 7:00
w 26 - 8:30 - 5:00
T 27 - 8:30 - 5:00
F 28 - 8.30 - 5:00

THE

MAY

M 1 - 8 :30 - 7 :00
T 2 - 8:30 - 7 :00
3 - 8:30 - 5·00
T 4 - 8:30 - 5:00
F 5 - 8:30 - ":00

w

ORLANDO CONNECTION

.l

ROCKS the CITY with

!I

YLAf'B'E~~OS'E

'

.!llP'R]L 18-22
II

LIVE BANDS NIGHTLY TUES - SAT {

9 - 2 PM

9:30 PM)

RED ALERT

II

24TH

MON -

HEAVY METAL NIGHT

TUES -

18 AND OVER $5.00 COVER FREE SODAS
21 WITH ID 50¢ DOMESTICS I $1 .00 WELLS

THURS - JAM SESSION - BRING YOUR OWN. BAND
$2.00 COVER WEL'-S·$1.60 I CALLS $1.80
IN HOUSE DART7
TOURNAMENT
·

FREE POOL
MON - ALL NIGHT
TUE - SAT 4-7 pm

'

-

HAPPYHOUR
EVERY NIGHT
4 - 6 P.M.

7

or oartv of 5 or more. Call 282-4654 (after 4 pm) In The Roval Oak Plaza 204 S. Semoran, (Near East/Wst Ex. Wy. & SR 436)

7
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CATS
FROM PAGE 1

The traps are ·left in place
during the daylight hours, but
they are closed to avoid catching a cat in the morning and
having it spend the day

C6

trapped in the sun: ..
.
Any nursing mothers that
are picked up during· the collection will be released in the
same area so they can tend to
their litters. Anyone interested in more information
about ·rescue efforts can contact Hardin at 644-9268.

a

·CINEMA

The Zenith Data Systems
Z·286 l.P Desktop PC
20MB Hard Disk & 3.5"
1.4.f MB floppy

12255 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
ACROSS

FROM

UCF •277·145-'

1ME RAINMAN CR)

Suqrsted rtlail price:

1:M-4:A0-7:15-9:56
SftED ZONE O'Q)
2:CXM:CI0-6:00-6:00-10:00

Special Student Price•• :

DllOIGAHIZED Ct!ME CR)
2: 1<M: 1<>-« 1().3: 10-10:00

All SEA1S TODAY
$2.50

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN WITH THE NEW Z-286 IP
THE AT COMPATIBLE THAT TRANSPORTS YOU
FROM CAMPUS TO THE CORNER OFFICE!

.Ala.fa.ya.
D~:J~!~Xo ~~~!~

2989 Alafaya Trail• Oviedo, FL 32765 • (407) 365-6200
- - .

~I

SPECIAL

ii
I

---UCflt-1I alJ>a!.fil~
I
ea.,,I
L----::-.:::___ J

-M/IM-:rA...

Willi nit
(px! QI\ fttl.al riatanly)

~...,

•

!

.........
.
.
.
.
.
.
...................
.
.... . -· CQ~"· · . .
.; :

Tllf. Z 2iCli LP I!> (N/ A 1\11.Afllf:ATYO IC Nf.ARBY
U. 'ITll UATA SV\Tf.MS CAMPUS tONTACT

-

ll!CTllC ClltCU&: . '. :

FOR MORE INFORMATION
COME TO THE COMPUTER
SALES OFFICE CCU ROOM 105
PHONE: 281-5643

~ _ ,L4tl•IE!'M*i ~

:

.lake How.II Square

Goldenrod Square

ready for mol'f advanced performance.
The Zenith Data Systems Z.286 LP also comes compJ,1e with
JMB AAM-expa~blelo6l,l81crlhou/usingan exp.uwonslot.
Plu a s1n11le 3.5" I 4-CMB fioppyd1slt drive lhal lets you "read..
and "write" 720K floppy diW. And a 20M8 twd dui lo store
Jhotuands of ~ites of infomwion for buvy4uty word procming
lnd &preadsheels ... lS welJ u I lot of other softwue progl'UIJ
Iha! you ru1y need. ulber now or 1n tbe (ulurt.
So transport your succeu through time with the one desktop
computer Iha I an Like you all the way from colle11e lo carttr.
Get th' Zenith DaLI Symms Z.286 LP today. And think like a
Irue innovator'

If y11ur 1ud1~1 n cd AT power n11w, and your careerrould uJe
MS.OS Z• pc-rformanct la Itron. thrn you really nttd the new
l :!Hli LJ' IJ.'\ktoJ1/'Clrom 7~nelh Oat.a Sys! ms- the lcadin11
suppht'r 111 hiRh· . ptrd AT compallbl '·
A., lht ont: drsklop computer thal can keep pM.e wilh your data
pr1i1cssin11 rtqu1r,mt'nl1and11rowm11amb1linn, 1he Zenith
llai..i S)'~lt·m Z-2116 LI' lets you harm• s 2116 speed and power
en a 1•rpm11111ly r11mpi1c1 dr'Al(n that won·1 crowd you oul nf
your dormmom
Y11u·11 find thr MwZ 2116 LPr•1mpat1blf with lhousandsnr AT
pi•nphrral
and Virtually all MS.l>OS• aoftwa" . Bui lh.al'rnol
111 Th Z 2.116U'abr1111ves you th!' capab1hly lo move up lo lhe
m·I'> M~OS 21t'choulogywhrnr\eryou leelyourcareer~lh is

~1r11ldata
systems
THCOUAUTY GOES H BEFORE THE~ GOES ON"

•

/tt

••

l•lororp J 2'
nolinrl.*4111...,....

r1:1 ZandWSIJflS..,.,rt1-mltradtrnaruolll'"'1Mlll(arp
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THE21stSTUDENTSENATEREPORT
April 18, 1989

24th Session

MEASURES UNDER CONSIDERATION
BILLS
21-59 Reapportionment of Senate Seats (EA, Remains in EA)
21-63 Establishing the 1989-90 A&SF Budget (A&SF. Remains in OAF)
RESOLUTIONS
21-28 Student Union Site (Pro Tem Cox, Laing, Remains In SPR)
21-29 Supporting the Establishment of an Environmental Preserve
(Joseph. Assigned to SPR)

CONFIRMATIONS
Deanna Wlnt•rcom Business #10
(24-Y, 2-N. 4-A)
Chris Vinning Business #4 (22-Y. 7-N)
Jim Brice Engineering #4 ( 24-Y. 8-N.
1-A)

Anthony Wendrzyk Arts and Science
#2 ( 20-Y. 10-N)

MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEmNG
BILLS
None '
RESOLUTIONS
None

SENATE MEmNGs
Students are Invited to attend all
Senate meetings. and to expre~
any Ideas or problems that they
feel the Senate should work on.
Senate meetings are held on
Tuesdays @ 3:30 In the University
Dining Room.

.. Legislation In Committee Is Introduced by Senators. and Is not fhallzed untlt the full Senate votes.

OAF/C&O FUNDING
"Your club or organization Is ellglble to receive funding for office supplies. conference
registration fees. and other special projects. To request funding. stop by the SG offices
and complete one of the request for funding forms and return to Dan Pelletier.Fernando
Santos or Fred Schmidt.

STUDENTS
ff you have any comments. questions or concerns about the Senate Report, or any leglslation,
please contact Fred Schmidt
x2191 or In SC 151.

SENATE COMMITIEES review and amend all Leglslatlon before It Is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The foll9wlng
are descriptions of. and the time and day of the committee meetings:
OAF
C&O
WR
SPR
EA

organizations, ApproprtaHons and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any leglslat1on
requesting funding.
Mondays O 6:00 pm. In the Commons
Clubs and Organlzaflons: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office Supplies/ Advertising or
Conference Registration.
Thursays @4:00 p.m. In the Senate Conference Room
LeglslaHve Judlclal and Rules: This committee reviews leglslatoln to change the Constitution. Statutes or Rules and
Procedures.
Fridays O noon In the Senate Conference Room
Services and Publlc Relaflons: This committee reviews all non-funding leglslatlon which deals with Student Government
Services. as well as Local. state. and National Issues which directly relate to the students of UCF.
Wednesdays @4:00 p.m. In the Senate Conference Room
ElecHons and Appointments: This committee reviews all student Government ·Appointments. and makes recommenThursdays @ 5:00 p.m. In theSenate Conference Room
dations for changes tot he Election statutes.

P-Present (not enough Information/unable to decide)

A-Abstain (conflict of Interest)

Y-Yes

N- No

Paid Advertisement

ARTS & SCIENCES
Matt Boucher
OPEN SEAT
Richard Zucaro
Lisa Thleler
Dana Boyte
Jason DlBona
TomJosep
David Mann
Scott Bowen
Mork Mollan
Chrlstine Hernandez
Chris Bordlnaro

BUSINESS
UzSwanson
Carmella Mandato
OPEN SEAT
OPEN SEAT
Dan Pelletier
Watter Robinson
OPEN SEAT
James Speake

p p

P P

P P
P P
A A
PA

A A
P P

P P
P P
P P

•

PP
A A
p p
AA
A

P

P P
Deanna Wlntercom P P
EDUCATION
OPEN SEAT
p p
Diane Kearney
p p
Kelly Wiggins
p p
Jeff Laing
p p
Diane Scanlon
p p
Lisa Schmidt
Joe Ferrari

ENGINEERING
Fernando Santos
Jamie Cox
Jorge Cadiz
OPEN SEAT
Jerry Suiter
Sean Brannan
Nick Evangelo
Jeff Eberle
HEALTH
S~n Hackett
Cheryl Jensen
LIBERAL STUDIES
Mary Sue Cameron
Andy Worrall
AT-LARGE
Gordon Miranda
BREVARD
Cathy Taylor
DAYTONA
OPEN SEAT
SOUTH ORLANDO
Michelle Romard

•

•
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AA
p p

p p
AA
p p
p p
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UCF Presidential Search Advisory
Committee, said, "The
FROM PAGE 1
committee that I chaired was
an advisory cormirittee. Wliat
sory committeeJ She saw a few we did was present a conweaknesses with the selection densed version of advice."
process, including the speed Scott also said the presidential
with which the search was searches would be well served
conducted. "There was maybe by enhancing faculty reprethree weeks of good advertis- sentation. He said an increase
ing, and that's a really tight in faculty representation
window to try to get an out- should come from a decrease in
standing pool of candidates," community representation.
According to Scott, some of the
Joela said.
According to Joela, the fac- business community repreulty was left out ofthe decision sentatives never attended
making. "I think that a lot of search meetings.
people felt from the beginning
UCF student Jackie Goigel,
that the chancelor, in effect, a member of the state Board of
was going to name the individ- Regents, agreed that the Sunual and that the committee shine Law prevents some candidates from applying, but
was just a front," Joels said.
Dr. David Scott, Jr., profes- said the process worked well
sor of finance and chair of the as it was.

Now .Buying Back
Used Text Books ·
Register to WIN
FREE TEXT BOOKS
COLOR TV
.h~

Use Your Buyback Tickets as Credit
towards books and earn EXTRA 15 %
PIZZA DAY - Thursday 11:00- 3:00

Free Slice of Kelsey's Pizza
with each buyback

_K_i~p~!)! 's

Our course
is based on

the new
NC LEX
nursing
model.

WE DELIVER • 282-0505

University Blvd. & Alafaya Trail

658-4612

•
•
•
•
•
•

40 Hours of Uve lnstrudion
Over 1000 Practice Questions
Expert Nursing Faculty
400-Page Study Outline
Open 7 Days a Week
Money-Back Guarantee

2238 Winter Woods Blvd. , Winter Park, Fl

(407) 678-8400
CLASSES FORMING NOW I

SAVE YOUR BRAINS FOR
EXAMS : NOT ALCOHOL!!
,

----

C.A.D.A.C
by
Sharon Kronschnabl
Call ext 5841

ALCOHOL'S EFFECTS ON THE BRAIN

If you'd like to fmish off

self-control

the semester great,
7·8
drinks

drinks
balance

WATCH YOUR .
CONSUMPTION!!
GOOD LUCK
ON
EXAMS!!

Congratulations
to all who graduated!

10, The Central Florida Future, April 25, 198'9

··IT'S YOUR PROBLEM
t, In the next few years 40 billion dollars will have to be sought to cover AIDS related costs.

2. 1.5 million people are HIV positive TODAY (have the AIDS Virus)
3 Early studies suggest the infection rate among college students is as high as 1 in 300.

4, AIDS is one disease NO ONE HAS TO GET...
It is 100% Preventable

•

-

KIOSK

MAC LAB

CLOSES: Thursday, April 27 at 5 p.m.
REOPENS: Monday, May 1at9 a.m.

CLOSED: Sunday, April 30

OPEN: Monday, May 1 - Thursday, May 4
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
OPEN: Friday, May 5
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
CLOSED FOR BREAK*
May 6 - May 14
SUMMER HOURS
Monday - Friday • 9am - 7 p.m.
Saturday • lOa.m. - 2 p.m.
*Tickets will be available in SG Office, Room 155

ll

OPEN: Monday, May 1 - Tuesday, May 2
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Hours to be posted on door, SC 227
CLOSED FOR BREAK
May 6-May 14
'(

SUMMER HOURS
Monday - Thursday
10 am - 2 p.m. • 6 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Friday
lOa.m. - 6 p.m.

.........
•

•
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Student Government offices will remain Monday-Friday• 8 a.m.-6 p.m. until Thursday, April 27
SUMMER HOURS
.(Starting Friday, April 28) Monday - Friday• 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

. . ..
I
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HOT
SH
Tl

WE·'RE HERE.!
.COME TALK
WITH US!

BILLIARDS AND GAM.ES

Along with home delivery of Pizza
Hut® delicious pizza, we have opportunities on afternoons, evenings and
weekends for conscientious

11875 E. COLONIAL DR.
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
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PREP COOKS

""'· .. -~~.....=...

You'll prepare, cook and cut our
pizza products to customer specifications, and assist dispatcher when
necessary.

NIGHTLY SPECIALS
MON PAY

WEEKLY TOURNAMENTS

HOSPITALITY NIGHT
$1.00 DOMESTICS & FREE POOL

TOMMY KENNEDY: HOUSE PRO

TUESDAY

MON PAY
FOOS BALL
DOUBLE ELIMINATION
GUARANTEED $100 FIRST PLACE

PITCHER NIGHT
(BUD & MILLER) S3.00
8:00P.M. - 11 :00 P.M.

WEPNESDAY

•

IUESPAY

IMPORT NIGHT
8:00-11 :00 P.M.
ALL IMPORTS $1.25

9 BALL POOL TOURNAMENT
$5.00 ENTRYY FEE
DOUBLE ELIMINATION
8 pm - EVERYONE WELCOME

THURSDAY

11

UCF NIGHT

DRIVERS
Will deliver to homes and businesses
as necessary in a friendlYi courteous
manner. You must be able to properly
accept customer payment and provide accurate change, as wel I as
handle customer problems graciously
and/or refer them to the Unit Manager.
If you are interested, please apply in
person

.tm

SEMORAN MANAGEMENT CORPORATION
1080 Woodcock Road, Suite 21 O
Orlando, Florida 3i803

$5.00 ALL THE DRAFT YOU
CAN DRINK 8:00 - CLOSE
$1.00 LONG NECK 8:00 -CLOSE

380-0170
WATCH FOR GRAND

SUNDAY
LADIES NIGHT

-------•OPENING SAT. APRIL 29 TH

D E L I \ ' E RY
PIZZA HUT • DELIVERY IS AH EQUAL OPPORTUHrTY EMPLOYER -

M/F

,

''Paws'' here to win movie tickets

Meet the two toUghest cops in town.
One's just
a little
smarter than
the other.

Win free tickets to the Orlando premiere of "K-9"on April 26. Just stop
by The Central Florida Future office
today or tomorrow. Tickets will be
awarded on a first come, first served
basis, while supply lasts. One pair
per winner.

JAMES
BELUSHI

Courtesy of
The Central Florida Future

K·9
AND INTRODUCING
JERRY LEE AS HIMSELF
~GORDON COMPANY hum ,ROD DANIELr1n
"K·9" MEL HARRIS &~ SI'EVEN SIEGEL
&SOOIT MYERS ~ Mllli5 GOODMAN
\/}~ SfEVEN SIEGEL =DONNA SMITII
~LAWRENCE GORDON tin
CHARIB5 GORDON ~ROD DANIEL
AL~1\USAL REl.OOE
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Darts and l&urelS:
Bats and ca-s ·put
UCF. on the map
It is time to pass out the year-end supply of darts
and laurels. We have experienced, perhaps, the best
and the roughest two semesters in UCF history.

~,·

Laurel to the local print and television media for
their increased coverage of the UCF community. Yes,
Virginia, there is a university in Orlando.
Dart to the local media who painted a picture of
UCF as being overrun with foaming-at-the-mouth
rabid bats. How many times did we have to watch
Marla turn to Bud and say, "eww, icky bats?"
Laurel to Scott Rausch for making the 1989 Student Government election exciting and interesting.
And an even bigger laurel to the student body for
proving that someone with good looks, moussed hair
and a 100- percent saccharine platform can not win
a presidential election.
Darts to the athle.tic department for giving the
responsibility for the homecoming concert to SG, to
the Program Activities Council that decided not to
help find the entertainment and to Mike Koski,
chairman of the Popular Entertainment Committee
of SG for finally booking Stevie B. and charging
students five bucks to see him.
Dart to the State. University System of Florida
Board of Regents for wanting to raise our tuition 15
percent and not forming a committee to work with the
Florida Student Association on a compromise acceptable to students and the BOR.
Laurel t.o the UCF Campus Police for redistributing over 1,000 stolen issues of The Central Florida

Future.

•

•

• SIGNS OF UNEMPLOYMENT

sympathy for the plight of students in sear ch of a
place to park. In September an average of 185 students were ticketed per day.
Laurel to the Fighting Knights for playing a win- .
ningfootball season and for becoming number two in ·
the ~ati on last year.
Dart to Gene McDowell for trying so hard to make
the students pay heavily for the football team's jump
to Division I-AA play.
Laurel to·Holly McNair and the Student Organization Against Paying for their efforts in reducing
the athletic fee increase.
La urel to the UCF administration and the Campus Action for Animals group for finally compromi sing on the campus stray cat problem.
Dart to the guy who made the traps to catch the
cats. After one week of trapping, only one cat was
caught. Do you think, maybe, it's the bait you're
using?
Laurel to President Trevor Colboum for bringing
UCF to the point where it is now. Thanks for the
name change to UCF, the football program and the
research park.
Lau.rel to the BOR Selection Committee for
chosing Dr. Steven Altman to replace Colbourn.
Some thought Dr. Roy McTarnaghan was an unwanted inside favorite of Chancellor Charles Reed
and we found Nitzschke's name too hard to spell.

1f:The Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Busincas Office (407) 275-2601. News Office (407) 275-2865
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Leslie M. Jorgensen
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Confetti Editor
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R. Scott Horner
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Editor:
Are you one of the Work Study
students who is getting their job
axed? If so, you'll love this. Your
job is gone becauseofa$300,000financial aid screw up, right? Well,
cheer up. While the University
doesn't have enough money to pay
for the work study program, it apparently does have nearly a quarter of a million dollars available for
signs.
That's right, signs. The single
most pressing issue on the UCF
campus ... how do you know where
you're going? Presumably, these
signs will be an aid to unemployed
University students as they wander the campus. At the very least,
they will make the University
(you can no longer afford) more attractive - at least in a garish,
gaudy, pretentious, synthetic,
wasteful sort of way.
The students at UCFhave it all
- a $66 athletic fee increase, a $210
bump in dorm fees and a 10-14
percent tuition hike. What do they
get for their money? Some bozo
spending nearly a quarter-million
dollars to make up 200 signs and a
monumental slashing of the Work
Study Program! At an average cost
. of $1000 per sign, it's no wonder
collef;"!e is so damned expensive!
For the same price, we could
afford to pay someone $7 per hour
to staff the information center and
give personalized directions to
visitors, eight hours a day, seven
days a week for the next 9.8 years!
Who do these signs benefit
anyway? When was the last time
you were on campus and you
thought, "Gee, we could sure use
some more signs around here?"
There are other options.
How about issuing maps instead? At three cents per copy,
$200,000 would buy nearly seven
million maps. Think ofit as a stack
of maps just over a third of a mile
high - doubtless the tallest structtire in all of Florida. The University could then buy just one sign
saying "Get maps here." If they
used up 1,000 maps a day, every
' f .

day the supply would last just over sexually transmitted disease one
needs to worry about. What.a bout
eighteen years.
Or we could forget the signs, herpes, syphilis, and gonorrhea to
produce a reasonable number of name a few? Or would Mr. Kramer
maps and keep two-thirds of the argue that these, too, are not a
work study program intact. It's all problem for "heterosexual nondrug abusers?"
a question of priorities.
1

Dart to the UCF Campus Police for having no

•

l,... ~J . ·~

Harry K Amesbury
engineering

•

L isa Isaacs
clinical psychology

• CONDOM-NATION

• DORMITES NOT AT FAULT

Editor:
In response to Joseph Kramer's
letter of April 20, I would like to
make a few comments. First of all,
Mr. Kramer includes the following
quote from the New York City DepartmentofHealth: "HIV infection
is primarily limited to known Aids
risk group members and their
sexual partners." There is a difference in the words "entirely" and
"primarily." The first indicates all,
while the second indicates most
(meaning some are not included).
Secondly, how exactly does one
know whether or not one's sexual
partner is bisexual or has ever
received blood products or been
artificially inseminated? Ask?! Ah,
yes, and I'm sure we'll get an honest response (especially in regards
to the first item).
Thirdly, Mr. Kramer seems to
object to the fact that Wometco is
making a profit off the sale of condoms. Well, the companies that
put out aspirin, antacids, antihistamines, antibiotics, toothpaste,
deodorant, and a host of other
useful items also make a profit.
Does this mean that we should ban
the sale of such products?
Fourthly, Mr. Kramer says that
the sale of condoms is promoting
contraception. What is so awful
about that? Due to my personal
moral beliefs, I do not believe in sex
outside of marriage. However, I
am not so naive or unrealistic as to
think that the entire world adheres to my moral beliefs. Since
many people certainly do have sex
outside of marriage, they need to
protect themselves against unwanted pregnancies.
Fifthly, AIDS is not the only

Editor:
Christopher McCray Director
of Housing, states that "Students
are destroying their own living
environment, all residents pay for
their acts," yet he fails to realize
that the damage caused by the
"vandals" is rarely done by dorm
residents. Why would a dorm resident deliberately vandalize something which he or she uses?
Let's look at the pay/campus
phones in Osceola Hall. These
phones are used frequently, but
"vandals" usually attack them
and the phones end up in pieces on
the ground. Would a person residing in the dor ms do this? Sorry,
but most of us have respect for
property we use. In the article,
head resident assistant Mary
Mitchell agrees that not all vandalism is done by residents.
Not referring to the housing
area, but on two ocassions I have
seen physical plant employees
back pickup trucks into t4e large
light posts around campus. One
by the basketball courts was
knocked down and the other by
the HPB has a nice dent in it. The
employees of the university, nonresident students, and non-students all need to be considered for
the vandalism as well.
I am certain that raising the
dorm prices for Fall '89 by $200
(for a qouble room) will not help in
finding the vandals. That's ok,
because with the price increase,
there will not be many students
choosing to live in the dorms anyway.
1

Scott Wilson
computer science
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•
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by Scott
I CANT 8EU€V6 /HEY CHOS.€
1HA.I kTMAN GUY FOR 71/c
Pf?eStJ)eNT CF lX.,F AND NOT
fllo,E/'

1 cSHOULD 8£ PRESIDENT.
ORJ?RQP _ _ NIE, ME, M£'

l-IEY, JT'S A PIZZA OOJVcR.Y
CAR I.Mn-I 1Hc KEYS m 1Hc
16Nl7/0I{ AND A WARN PIE C1V
THE SEAT.
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fflOIJGU, fHIS PIZZA HAf. TO

Be LOA[)Gf) wrm ANCHOVl£'b
AND MVSHRODMS.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

RUBES®
42 Rag
45 Chief
49 Dlllseed
50 Biblical name
52 Top of head
53 Christmas carol
54 Nickname for
Nancy
55 Sea eagles
56 Contest
57 Accomplished
58 Chair

t

'

30 Bow
34 Gossip
35 Falsehood
36 Commission
37 Land surrounded by water
38 Born
39 Arranges In
folds

by Leigh Rubin

42
43
44
46

Zest
Ox of Celebes
Abound
Challenge
4.7 Sicilian volcano
48 Remainder
51 Capuchin
monkey

DOWN
1 Unexpected
difficulty

ACROSS

1 Asterisk
5 Decay
8 Vehicles
12 Part of face
13 Exist
14 Century plant

l

i 5 Keyed up with
interest
16 Playing card
17 Nerve network
18 Attic
20 Mended with
cotton
22 Period of time
23 The self

24 Whipped
27 Come back
31 Shoemaker's
tool
32 Game at cards
33 Irritate
37 In truth
40 Ventilate
4 1 Weight of India

Solution

2 Roman garment
3 Hebrew lyre
4 Rue
5 Climbing palm
6 Miner' s find
7 Fragile
8 Vegetable
9 Danish measure
10 Repetition
11 Sow
19 Before
21 Mature
24 Prohibit
25 Female sheep
26 In musJc, high
28 Rubber tree
29 Fish eggs
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COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
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ign Up Now For

Fall Rush
April 17, 18, 19, & April 24, 25, 26
Registration Fee: $15

11 am -1 pm in front of the KIOSK
UCF Presents:

Sorority Information Nigh't
April 27

7:00

SCA
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Alpha T•u Omega
Thanks to all the Brothers who made the
retreat, it was great! Thanks to Walter and
Dave B, for setting It up. Also Congrats to all
the award winners and to Dave B. for setting it
up. Don't forget "ATn Founder's Day Weekend" this weekend I Get your money to Chuck
C. by Friday. Sunday, make sure everyone
makes it to our last, required, Formal Meeting II
ATnntylll
o.tta Tau Dena
Thanks to all brothers and pledges for a great
service project last sat Talk to Andy if you
want to help cut down banner strings sat.
Morning. Don't forget, brotherhood development cam pout is a few weeks away-May 13 &
14. Last scheduled class day is April 27.
Everyone should be studying for finals, we
need to make those grades I Also, ATA would
like to wish ITBct> a happy Founder's Day. Go
Deltsl
Sigma Phi Epsilon

Congrats Jay Kandel I on your dubious award
of gogglemiester of the year. Great job Henry
"'the Junkyard dog• Heim. We know you deserve the 1st place. Remember you were
asked to give in. Thursdays issue was a goof.
Everyone get your community service in.
Congrats Swinford on Bro of the year. Thanks
everyone for coming to Alumni day. Dl>Excellent! Dl>Elemall
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Congrats to Dave Chickowsk1 and Dan
Eubanks for their efforts in the AXA Slugfest.
Apologies to DC for the poor sportsmanship
displayed in the final fight. Congrats also to all
the new officers. let's continue the I:AExcellence tradition. let's get psyched for the
Cruise to HELLI but first STUDY! Lil sls's
please contact Mark Phillips (273-8924) with
your summer address so we can prepare for
fall Rush. '89 Late Night with IAET-shirts are
on sale-only 100, contact Alex, Sean.

TaeKwonDo
Join a sport that teaches martial arts for selfdefense and fun. UCF Moodukkwan (Tae
Kwon Do) is forming beginning summer
classes starting May 16. M-T 8-10:00, TR
7:30-9:30. Free instruction. You can't afford
not to take the challenge( call 648-1806 and
leave a message.

2 br/2bth DUPLEX FOR RENT CLOSE TO
CAMPUS FOR MORE INFO CALL OMAR AT
381-0843.
Female Roommate Needed ASAP.
To share bedroom in 2bdr/ 2bth Sherwood
Forest apartment. Non-smoker, no pets. Rent
$145 plus 1/3 utilities. We have washer/ dryer.
· For info please call Leslie at 275-2865 or 6580571.
Female roommate needed immediately to
share Sherwood Forest Duplex. $190/month
plus 1/3 of utilities lndudes Washer/Dryer and
own backyard. Call 275-4161 for more information.
UCF student needs roommate and place to
live starting in Aug. I like music, sports etc. Call
Steve 275-4366.
Male roommate needed share room. Rent 135
mnth plus 1/3 utilities furnished apartment sec
elec p. Deposits about 175 Call 658-7916.
Cambridge Circle.

Female roommate 2 bd/2bath furnished $225
and 112 unllties, Woodlands apt. 282-9076

Roommates wanted. Two rooms available in a
new home about one mile from campus.
Needed immediately. Call 679·9076

Queen size bed $200 obo. 10 speed bike. $90
obo. Call 679-6054.

PART-TIME HELP NEEDED MAID & JANITORIAL SERVICE AFTER 5 AND /OR DAYS
CALL KATHY 365-2636.

MATCHING TEAK LIVING ROOM SEET $75,
MICROWAVE $75, DRESSER $25, CALL
658-2938.

Students needed to clean homes. Hours to flt
schedule. Call 69-1636.

SOLOFLEX as seen on TV, machine comes
with leg extension and butterfly attachment,
new condition, list for $900. Will sell for $750.
Call 679-3061 for further Info.

TELEMARKETING
FANTASTIC NEW PROMOTION
$100 TO $150 CASH PAID DAILY
CALL 339-4405 TODAY

THREE ENGLISH SPRINGER PUPPIES
FOR SALE, ONLY 7 WEEKS OLO.CALL6572592.
4 REM TICKETS. GREAT SEATS. ALL OR 2
$19.50 ea. ASK FOR DAN 275-6942.
Nice kitchen table for sale, complete w/chairs.
Please call Dave at 679-9295.

ALPINE CAR STEREO. I am redoing my
system. I am looking for anything Alpine. I
have some to sell also.
Call Tom F.'
282-8183
DRIVER TO SHARE DRIVING MY CAR TO
NEW YORK AROUND MAY 1ST. ALL EXPENSE PAID. (PHONE) 339-1748.

·oo Honda Civ1, loaded. Must Sell 6n-7563
1986 Dodge Omni GLH turbo 5 speed, air,
extended warranty. power steenng and
brakes. Many extras $4800. 290-3476.

Hor12on Travel Agency
call for low Airfare-Cruise quotes. Call 281 0836

Summer Work

Career oriented students ontyl. $450 wk/

MOVE IN SPECIAL
Move in before 6-1 -89 and re<;etve $150 off
during June, July and August. 2 bdrm and 2
bath apts.
12 MONTH LEASE
For more Information call 282·5657.

Apts. for rent-Sherwood Forest near UCF.
Call Daksha Vakharia at 657-1967 Uc Re
Broker.

Week.
PASS A

1 bedroomlnab<andnewhouseinaexcluslve
area on the comer of Dean and Aloma $225
mo. (utilities Incl.) Responsible non-smoking
student call only 679.0000
Room for rent. Brand new 2 story townhouse
at Chancellors Row. 2bdrml3bth, pool, and
tennis court. Share room for $200/mo. each.
Or private room for $300/mo. Call Kara 3807531.

General meeting Wed April 26 at 2pm in the

SOL. Congran.ilations to the new officers. Call
Rob Z77-4191 .

UCF AREA- 2BDRM, 1.5 BATH
TOWNHOUSE $435 MO. 380-3592.

Are you looking for
Summet Employment?

average college credit qualified for plaoement
with fortune 500 companies ID quabfy: Must
have entire summer free.
Must pay part of school. Call 281-0856.
Name, Major and ph.#

Excellent Word Processing - 366-0538.
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.

Fut Typing S.-vlce
service . Free revisions.
UCf's olde t typing firm. Same day and
weekend service. Visa & Maste<c.ard. Over

Quid( , professional

Nanny Needed

Become a nanny for a year. Tum your love for
children and your de.slre for travel nto an
excning career as a Pf'Ofesslooal nanny positions available m Orlando and Nanonwide.
Beg nn ng aaJaries $225 wk live in or h't'e out
Call 260-0031 Longwood.
Camp counselors for physlcally Impaired- The
Florida Easter Seal Camp Challenge. Eam
college credit and salary while gain ng great
exp. for resume. Room and board free! Cabin
counselors, lifeguards, and PfOOram spedallsts needed located 1 hr. N of Orlando. Call
407 886-6653 for an appt. or write ID Rt. Box
350 Sorrento, Fl 32776.
Summer work- Tired of that construction or
hard labor job? Earn $400 plus average per
wee!< - College credit - overtime hours available - Call 281- 0856 Leave- name, ph#Students only apply.

18,300 satisfied students and only 4
grouches I
671-3007.
Resumes and rover letters • Designed, re-

vised, typed - 657-0079.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF Campus
All types of student documents. Same day
service available. IBM lener quality word processing.
Fast • Professional • AcaJrate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

KCO Inc. WP/OP $1- 2.50/ pg. 678-6735.
Call PRESTIGE TYPING for your papers
and resumes - Z77-7237.

University of Central Florida
FREE SUMMER JOBS
While home for the summer earn top $.
Put your skills to good use.
Call any locations close to you.

Work for major corporations and businesses in the Or1ando area.
Part time and full time positions available. Get valuable experience
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
• Word Processors
• Receptionists
• Off ice clerks
• Secrectarial
• TelemaJi<eting
• Warehouse
• Assembly

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LIFETIME BENEFITS
Completely transferrable
Excellent pay
Vacation Pay .
Holiday Pay
Free Training
Credit Union
Health I Life Insurance

call today for an appointment:

841-8367

~BWEARROW
~Personnel Services

TYPESETIING
Resumes, coverletters, ftyers
One stop quality typesetting & copying
aaoss from campus
Klnko's- 658-9518.
TYPING-REASONABLE
Resumes, term papers-call 366-6495.
Word Processing- reports, term papers,
corresp. sec. exp. 671-8023.
FAST Professional Word Processing
RESUMES, COLLEGE PAPERS
Locations near both E &W Campuses of UCF
and VCC Reasonable Rates.
call Julie 0- 859-8700 E-380-7528
Word Processing at home - reports, resumes,
corresp, etc. 679-7324.

111•11111111•
HYPNOSIS HELPS. Improve memory, end
test anxiety, increase confidence and study
skills. Low student rates. Bill Hansen, Clinical
Hypnotist 679-1011 , Winter Perl<.
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
"ANDES SUMMER SESSION"
MERIDA- VENEZUELA
I SESSION: MAY 6 THRU JUNE 18
II SESSION: JUNE 18 THRU JULY 30
SATISFY LANGUAGE REZUIREMENT.
$1,645.00 INCLUDES AIRFARE MIAMIMERIDA - MAIMI, ROOM & BOARD,
5 EXCURSIONS. FEES FOR 16-CREDITS
EXTRA. OCT PROGRAM.
DR. LUPTON (813) 974-2536 (TAMPA)
VENUSA C.P.S.A (407) 439-0041

Pregnant? AdoptJon 1s an opuon. Free, confidennal counseling. Help with costs. Call Jan or
Kim. Children's Home Society. 422-4441.

ROOMMATE WANTED SHARE 3BDRM
HOME WITH SMALL FAMILY 250/mnth.
CALL 657-7966 M-F 3-5.

Alpha Phi Omega
Show your spirit and participate in Alpha Phi
Omega's second annual spirit chain contest
benefitting the Alzheimer's Resource Center.
Donate for your organization, and create the
longest chain. Winners will be announced at
the FAU game on April 28.
Greeks can earn points for next years Gree!<

!

Up to $10 an hour

Call Mr. Nutt (407 291-1600)

Female roommate needed
for summer and fall semesters
2 miles from UCF
2 bedroom 2 112 bath townhouse by lake
$130 monlh & 1/3 utilities
CALL ASAP 380-6590
Wanted 2 roommates to share huge bedroom
at townhouse. $160. Gall Maria at 645-4324.

RECREATIONAL FACTORY WAREHOUSE
Sales positions open. Full and part time,
spring and summer. Flexible hours. No experience necessary.

Girl Friday
647-4440

HEY PTUPS
THANKS FOR THE GAEATEST t.EMORJES
AND TIMES OF ALL THANKS FOR THE
MALE STRIPPER ON MY 0-DAY TOOi
THANKS ALSO TO MY F~XlBLE ANO
UNDERSTANDlNG BOSS DO AND GOOD
LUCK TO MY ROOMMATE, SPROUTS
MOM, THE OOKKEN GIRL AND EVERYONE
ELSE WHO STILL HAS TO STUDY. JUDYBUDY CONGRATULATIONS-DON'T FORGET TO BRING A BOTTLE OF ASTI MAY
9TH.
K-PTUP
Hey man I I told you that you would be surprised. Don't worry and be happy. Lefs make
this wookend a blast You're too great, moondog I
Love and hugs, yoo're S.A.W.

KARLA
T-3 days! I couldn't haw made itw/o yal (My
nose is very blackllO
Love ya • Lil Sis
Jim,

Now you can no longer say that nobody has
ever placed a personal to you I... Only one
more Thursday!
Turtle
Qust joking ...you
know who it's
really from I)

Earn
Bucks
Over ·
The
Sumrner

2211 Lee Road, Suite 102, Winter Park 32789

• Miami 379-3461
• South Broward 587-6300
• North Broward 735-5392
• West Palm Beach 686-9306
• Boca Raton

• Clearwater 747-5859
• Sarasota 351-6527
• Tampa 870-3801
• St. Petersburg 541-5704
368-3340

I'

'I

..,
•

The Central Florida Future is
looking for summer help in
... Confetti, news, sports and
production. If interested,
please call:
Dave or Scott 275-2865

fl

•

•
The Central Florida Future, April 25, 1989,

GREAT AMERICAN

UCF water skier wins gold medals

SMOKEOUT
•

..,

'

TWO NEW RESTAURANl'S.
EXPLODING
WITH OPPOR1UNITY.
ONE PHONE CALL.
(407) 828-8996
The Levy Resiouronts ore moving full-speed ahead on the
opening of two flew themed restaurants at PleosurP slo •id in
Disney Village
Portobello Yacht Club is o fine-dining , Northern Italian
restaurant featuring grilled seafood
The Fireworks Factory is o full-service res1ourant featuring
authentic American borbeque- ribs and line meats.
Both ore sure to please. And the opportunities ore going
to excite you.
The Levy Restaurants ore new to Central Florido and ore o
mo1or force a round the U.S We re firm believers in promonon
from within-most of our management ream started in hourly
positions.
Openings ore ovmloble for Culinary, Prep Chefs, Cashiers,
Retail Cashiers, Bartenders, Food Servers, Stewards, Runners.
Hosts/Hostesses. Cocktail Servers. Bussers, and Dishwashers
A wide range of experience con qualify
We offer excellent oenefits and starting so lanes up to S8 .00/nr.
and more depending upon expenence OW HIRING' Coll
(407) 828-8996 Monday-Thursday o r Saturday 9o m ?pm
An E llO Opportunoly mployo1

events a boat is not u sed. A wench-type system
that is similar to the indoor arrangement is
used.
A world-c ass water skier returned recently
"Everyone came to watch the water skiing,"
from Bulgaria where he represented UCF and Ande son said. "They couldn't believe we were
the United States in the World University doing H 1n winter."
Olympic Garnes.
·
Desp 'te the cold weather and the unusua
Justin Anderson, a member of the UCF ski pulling system, Anderson's abilities earned
team, spent over three weeks at the Garnes. him go d medals in the slalom, jump and over..
Modeled after the Olympics, the Games fea- alL He a so finished fourth in tricks.
''Anderson is a three-event skier," Berringer
tured college students from 39 countries who
said. 'Not everybody is."
competed in the various Olympic sports.
Anderson, a Redding, Calif., native, found
"UCF will be showcased. That's the kind of
institutional visibility we're fighting for," Dr. the Soviets to be very good skjers and nothing
Budd Berringer, faculty advisor to the UCF ski like the cold and stem stereotype many Amen .
cans have of them.
team said before Anderson went to Bulgaria.
"We were able to train and ski with the Soviet
While water skiing is not an Olympic sport,
it appears to be only a matter of time before it skiers," Anderson said. "There is no doubt that
the SoVlets are the best trick skiers, period. We
will be.
·
"This was the first time water skiing was had fun c;raining and skiing together.
"We ave some psychological barrier tha1
involved with the Umted States Olympic
Committee," Anderson, 21, said. "And it was they're so different from us, but Ghey're the
the first time the world, so to speak, got to take same as everyone else. I became good friends
with one of them."
note of water skiing."
Nine countries competed in water skiing,
Though they spoke different languages.
including the United States, the USSR, Japan Anderson found ways t o communicate with the
Soviets.
and Australia.
'Th.is is ike a lead-up to the U.S. Olympic
"When you become friends youean commum·
Team," Berrmger aid. "It puts Justin Ander- cate with anyone in the world."
Anderson, a junior majoring in finance and
son in a good place for the U.S. Olympic Team."
Anderson said there is an outside chance international business, is expecting a visit from
water skiing wi l make its Olympic debut in one of his Soviet friends soon.
And while the weather will certainly be betl 92 when Barcelona, Spain, hosts the Olympics but believes an appearance in the 1996 ter than it was in Bulgaria, the skiing facilities
may not be what they were there. In fact, the
Olympics in Australia will be more likely.
"Whenever it does come time 111 give it my UCF ski team does not even have a training site
best," Anderson said.
on campus.
It was the middle of winter in Bulgaria.
Anderson believes that if the UCF team had
Temperatures ranged from 20 to 45 degrees a lake on which it could practice, it would
dun g the tournament. Some days it rained enable the team to win the national championand snowed. In countries where the climate is ship. UCF has taken second place for the pas
too cool for water skiing, indoor olympic-sized several years. Last year the UCF team lost by
pools are used and the skiers are pulled across the narrowest of margins.
the water by a large wench.
"To build a team you have to practice as a
The mdoor pooJ w s used for the trick-skimg team," Anderson said. "We have the best skie .
competition but both the jump and slalom in the country and we could win 1t all if we had
events had to be held outside. n the outdoor a place where we could practice."
by Bill Foxworthy

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
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Roofthooft and Sigma Chi's
Travis Gunder.
Pi Kappa Alphas John
Lambrides won the 176-190
class after Lambda Chi's Keith
Mulkay defaulted due to injury. Lambrides won his semifinal match over Lambda Chi's
Dan Rousseau whil Mulkay
beat Sigma Chi's Richard
Zucaro.
The only dark spot occurred
in the heavyweight (1 91+) division. Sigma Chi's John
Rhodes won the contest over

Sigma lpha Epsilon's Kevin
R an after Ryan was disqualified Jess than one-minute into
the match for unsportsmanlike conduct.
After fighting for several
seconds, Ryan picked up
Rhodes and threw him onto
the mat and continued to hit
Rhodes while he was on the
floor. Administrators and both
comers poured onto the ring to
separate the two.
When the fight resumed,
Rhodes retaliated by pushing
Ryan through the ropes and
kept hitting Ryan while he was
falling out of the ring. The referee then brought the two fight-
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. 'Thesis Time
Bring in this ad and we'll give you
20% off on your thesis order.
Offer good until May 15, 1989.

• Handled With Care
• High Quality Copies
• Professional Binding
• Fast Turn-around Time

kinko·s·

the copy center

15

Located In the
Unive1Sl1y Shoppes Plaza
(corner of Alafaya and University)

658-9518

10151 University Blvd.

Orlando FI. 32817
University & Dean (next to Publix

ers to r,he ;enter t o ettle the-r.
down bu Ryan nu.nche Rhodes w'1lle the ,.eferee wa.
talkmg, resulting m his dis
qualification.
"All the fighters chd a good
job," Montplais1r said. "Wt:>
were only dissappointed with
the one fight."
Montplaisir said the even
will be improved for next year.
The slugfest is hoping to attract bigger sponsors and have
the event sanctioned by one of
the boxing associations.
The event also hopes to get
every group represented in the
slugfest and make ~t earlier in
the semes~r.

COACH
FROM PAGE 15

"I was a little surprised, but
there had been mixed emotions. I think there was over. kill with the pressure put an
the committee," McDowell
said. "It turned out to be negative."
Norris said he based his
motion to not include Clark on
"a lot of research and a lot of
time," and he discounted the
possible emotional appeal
Clark would bring:
"I think that can be brought.
about by any of the other can~
di dates creating their own circumstances," Norris said. "
was real tough to exclude
Clark and Klusman."
The basketball team has
been without a coach since
Phil Carter's resignation
March 5.
If the choice is made Wednesday, it will not be official
until the Equal Employment
Office gives its approval.

Men's coach _to be named Wednesday
list.
Committee member Ed Norris, in an effort to
speed the process, made a motion to invite just five
If no complications aiise, UCF Athletic Director candidates (Clark and Klusman were not among the ·
Gene McDowell will announce his choice for the five). Charles Moir, of Virginia Tech, was the fifth
-vacant men's baske~ll coach position at a gathering candidate.
in the President's Dining Room Wednewday.
The committee had recommended on April 17 to
Four days of interviews will eNI with Rob invite six with possible additions after investigating
Spivery's visit to the campus today. He is the last of three more minority candidates. Spivery was the only
four candidates interviewed by McDowell. Also applicant of the three to be invited.
interviewed were Rick Duckett (Thursday), Joe Dean
After receiving the committee's choice of candiJr. (Friday) and Don DeVoe.
The move by the comtnittee to no~ include Clark
dates, McDowell announced the schedule of interNot among the candidates to be interviewed in- views. He did not include Moir, who was involved in came as a surprise. Both he and Klusman were
among the top four after a vote in the Aprill 7th
clude former UCF coach Torchy Clark and Rollins NCAA violations.
Although unlikely, McDowell said Moir, Clark and meeting.
coach Tom Klusman. They were among the search
committee's original list of candidates recommended Klusman could still be interviewed if the first four
to be interviewed but were later dropped from the choices do not work out.
SEE'COACH PAGE 15
by Roy Fuoco
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UCF beats Hatters,
drops two to Dolphins
In the doubleheader Saturday, the Knights dropped two •
close decisions, 2-1 and 3-2.
The UCF baseball team lost UCF only had six total hits in
two out of three games this the twinbill.
In the first ga m e,
week, defeating Stetson and
losing a doubleheader to Jacksonville's Matt Brady and
f!hnrlc Kirk comhinP.d for a
JacksonvilJe_
The losses to Jacksonville two-hitter. UCF starter Brian ~
on Saturday marked the first Ahem (5-5 ) took the loss, detime the Knights (33-15) had spite allowing only eight hits
lost more than one game in a and two runs. Ahem struck
out five and also walked three.
row since late February.
UCFs only run came off of
The Knights also dropped a
twinbill to Jacksonville on Jim Crone's triple which
Feb_ 28 and lost their third scored
Carlos
Agurto . ~
straight game March 3 to Wis- Jacksonville won the game in
consin. At that point, UCF won the bottom of the eighth when
11 straight games and have pinch runner Tommy Lovett
since won 26 out of 33 games. scored on a passed ball with UCF, ranked 27th in the two outs.
The Dolphins also scored
ESPN/Collegiate Baseball poll
and 25th in Baseball America, the second game's winning run ~
opened the week with a 10-7 in the eighth inning. Paul Gay,
who had tripled, scored on
victory at Stetson.
After falling behind 3-0, Mark Aldrich's infield single to
4
UCF scored a run in the third give Jacksonville the sweep.
UCF took a 2-0 lead on a
and six in the fourth to take a
7-3 lead. However, the Hatters RBI single by Mike Schmit,
battled back and tied the game scoring Lane, and a ground out
at 7-7 against UCF starter by Agurto which scored
Schmit. J acksonville tied it at
David Crl>ins.
Brandon Turner came in to two in the fourth , setting up
pitch two and one-third in- the late-inning heroics.
Bil Foxwot91yfCENTIW. FLORIDA FUTURE nings of solid relief to record
UCFs Jimmy Still (2-1)
Two fraternity members battle in the Greek Gloves slugfest Wednesday night at the UCF gym. The the victory as UCF scored two took the loss in relief of Branevent, sponsored by Lambda Chi Alpha, raised about $500 for the American Diabetes Association. runs in the eighth and added a don Turner. Rod Van Dyke
ninth-inning insurance run. recorded the pitching victory •
Turner (4-3) gave up one hit for Jacksonville (33-12).
UCF returns to action
and struck out three in lowering his earned run average to Wednesday at Florida before ,
returning for home games
1.95.
Tl\ird baseman Randy Thursday (7:30 p.m.) and FriBuilding and the people at the gym for their
by Chris Brady
Kotchman led the Knight hit- day (7 p.m.) against Flagler
approval since it is a risky activity."
SPORTS EDITOR
In the slugfest, Sigma Chi won three out of ting attack with four hits and and Florida Atlantic. The .,
The Sigma Chi fraternity won the first an- the five divisions to capture the overall title. Pi two runs batted in. First base- Flagler contest was added to
nual UCF Greek Gloves slugfest Wednesday Kappa Alpha won the fourth division and the man Steve McClellan added the schedule to replace the
three hits while Jim Crone and game against Tulane that was .,,
night in the UCF gymnasium before over 500 last division was a draw.
In the 135-147 pound division, Sigma Chi's Jeff Lane had two hits apiece. rained out.
onlookers.
However, the real winner of the night of Gary Williams won a split decision over Sigma
fighting will be the American Diabetes Associa- Alpha Epsilon's Dave Chickowski by one point.
tion, which will receive all ofthe profits from the The judges gave Williams the victory with
event, sponsored by the Lambda Chi Alpha scores of 40-37, 38-40 and 38-38.
had a boat finish a close second
Williams advanced to the finals with a win by Harold Bogert
fraternity.
to Tampa in the men's light- 1
The event raised about $2000, but Lambda over Lambda Chi's Harris Kat.z while Chickow- SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
Chi Alpha member Dan Montplaisir added that ski topped Lambda Chi's Todd Miller.
weight four.
In the lightweight eight
In the .148-160 bracket, Sigma Chi's Steve
a lot of it will have to cover first-year expenses.
The UCF crew team com"The first year of the tournament h~s more Rone recorded a second-round technical knock- peted in the Governor's Cup in race, the UCF men captured
•
outlays because we bought the equipment we out over the X-Club's Mike MacPherson. The X- Melbourne April 15-16 and the victory'over rival FIT.
The lightweight eight team
used," Montplaisir said. "We also had to rent Club is a fraternity from Rollins College that finished a few points behind
the ring, referee and a $500 insurance policy." participated in the contests.
the Florida Institute of Tech- has yet to lose to FIT this seaThe 161-175 weight class ended in a draw. nology when the regatta was son. The men's novice eight .
Montplaisir added that the final profit had
finished third in their event. •
not been totalled yet, but that he estimated it to Henry Heim (Sigma Phi Epsilon) and Don cancelled due to rain.
The last two races of the day
be $500. McDonald's also sponsored the event Eubanks (Sigma Alpha Epsilon) agreed not to
Both men's novice fours won
varsity
and donated $600. The contest received an fight the title match, settling for a draw.
their respective races. Other (women's/men's
Heim defeated Pi Kappa Alpha's Ruben teams competing included eights) had to be cancelled -.
ambulance, two paramedics and a ring doctor
Perez to reach the finals. Eubanks had a Tampa, Stetson, Rollins and . because of the weather.
free of charge as well.
UCF, a strong· favorite to
"We are real happy with the event and how it tougher road as he had to fight twice in order to J acksonVille.
In the women's varsity four win the women's event, was
turned out," Montplaisir said. "We had three get to the title fight, beating the X-Club's Dave
event, Tampa nipped UCF by only a few point behind FIT at ~~
full hours of fighting and there were no serious
SEE GLOVES PAGE 15 less than one second. UCF also the time.
injuries. We would like to thank the Education
Sta« Report
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Sigma Chi claims' slugfest

Crew meet cut short
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